survives, but the 1796 map is known through
nineteenth-century copies. GK
6. The Mangtn-Goerck plan, 1803
"Plan of the City of New York/drawn from actual
survey by C[a]simir Th. [G]oerck, and Joseph Fr.
Mangin, city surveyors," 1803. The Lionel Pincus
and Princess Firyal Map Division, The New York
Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations

In 1797 the Common Council hired Common
Lands mapmaker Casimir Goerck and fellow city surveyor Joseph Fran~ois Mangin
to make the first official post-Revolution
map of the city. Mangin, a sophisticated
engineer and architect in exile from revo1u tionary France, had quickly becom e
prominent in New York. His early work in
New York included port and harbor fortifications (1795), the city's first purpose-built
theater (1795), and the state's first prison,
on the Hudson River at Christopher Street
(1796); his surviving later work includes the
now iconic City Hall (1802; co-design) and
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To all appearances, the demise of the Mangin-Goerck plan issued by Joseph

Detail of the Mangin-Goerck plan, Figure 6

the first St. Patrick's Cathedral (1809), on
Mulberry Street.
Goerck and Mangin had worked together
on previous smaller surveys. Their collaboration on the city plan was brief: Goerck died
in the 1798 yellow fever epidemic. Shortly
after Goerck's death, a surveyor mapping the
harbor asked Mangin if they could compare
notes on shoreline location. Mangin refused,
writing that his plan "is not the plan of the
City such as it is, but such as it is to be."
These may be the first words written about
city planning in New York.
Mangin presented an early draft of
his map to the Common Council in 1799;
although such problems as "the Names of
the Streets" were noted, he continued work
(and the city continued to pay his bills) until
h iss u d th published version in 1803. The
mnp compli d with the contract by being six
fi1e 1L H(lll11rC' ; in oil other regards, it was not
N11w York ll H it was but as Joseph Mangin
h1 •Ii11v1 1cl ii Hho1dd be.

Mangin straightened and widened the
city's notoriously jumbled colonial streets.
He widened the city itself with streets that
had not yet been created by river landfill.
North of the city proper he plotted sections
ofrectilinear grid, set at acute angles to each
other. He gave some grid sections wide and
long streets, others narrow and short streets,
suggesting for each a distinct use or character. He linked this collage from the south
with numerous radiating roads, some extending existing roads, others new. The irregular
intersections would have created countless
opportunities for ornament, park, or open
space. Mangin's plan was European urbanity adapted to a narrow American island.
Unfortunately, his vision ignored his obligation. The Common Council rejected his map,
ordering subscription copies destroyed and
warning labels pasted on other copies. The
map of what Manhattan might have been
quickly became a footnote; many today consider it nothing more than a fantasy. GK

Mangin in November 1803 was fast and final. The Common Council announced
that the map "contains many inaccuracies and designates streets which have
not been agreed to by the Corporation and which it would be improper to adopt,
and which might tend to lead the proprietors of Land adjacent to such streets
so laid down into error." The city recalled and destroyed subscription copies of
the map (with refunds to subscribers) and ordered a warning about inaccuracy
pasted on all copies retained by subscribers. Only a handful of these copies
survive; the original six-foot square manuscript map disappeared long ago.
Yet, as it rejected Mangin's map, the Common Council came to embrace the
central idea behind it, that New York ought to have a plan for its future development. There is a direct if unacknowledged progression from the rejection of
Mangin's map in 1803 to the naming of the grid commission four years later.
A few weeks after dispatching the Mangin plan for New York's future, the
Common Council asked the city street commissioner Joseph Browne, Jr., to
devise one of his own. Browne, who had been the leading detractor of Mangin's
plan, failed to come up with anything before the following summer, when his
brother-in-law and close comrade Aaron Burr had his fatal duel with Alexander
Hamilton. Browne and Burr fled New York. Early in 1805, the Council asked
Browne's successor, John Hunn, to develop a plan, but Hunn seems to have
not responded.
Early in 1806, the Council named a committee to explore the subject. The
committee quickly proposed a state law for the appointment of commissioners "to regulate and lay out Streets in this City beyond certain limits." A new
committee was appointed to study the proposal but soon took a different tack:
it proposed hiring Ferdinand Hassler to make "a proper survey of this Island."
Hassler, recently emigrated from Switzerland to Philadelphia, was a highly
regarded geodesist; he would go on to lead the first United States Coast Survey.
In July the city made him a generous offer (five dollars a day) for a three-month
survey; in October, Hassler replied that sickness had prevented his travel. The
offer was rescinded. One can only imagine what a Swiss scientist might have
made of Manhattan.
The Common Council promptly got back on track. In January 1807 a new
committee revived the concept of state-appointed commissioners; a month
later the city sent its memorial and draft law to Albany for what would become
the commission that created Manhattan's iconic grid.
In its memorial, the Common Council stated that its primary goal was "to unite
regularity and order with the Public convenience and benefit and in particular to
promote the health of the City." This language was not new. The warning pasted
on copies of Mangin's 1803 map advised that the proposed streets it depicted
should be "considered subject to such future arrangements as the Corporation
may deem best calculated to promote the health, introduce regularity, and conduce to the convenience of the City." In prompting New York to begin thinking
about these things, Mangin and his fantastic map captured an enduring legacy.
Gerard Koeppel

